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Abstract:
The fuel neutrals present in the confined plasma of a tokamak are known to play several important roles
in overall performance of the discharge. There exist different sources of neutral entering into the plasma
during a discharge, such as: gas-puffs/SMBI/pallet injection, mainly for maintaining the plasma density
and the neutral recycling from the limiter/divertor/vessel wall. These neutrals enter in the plasma as a
molecule and interact with plasma particles and decide the global plasma parameters. The temporal and
spatial variation of electron density and temperature profiles affect the neutral particle penetration inside
the plasma. The penetrated neutrals in turn change the radial profiles of temperature and density. Due
to the several limitations in measurements of neutrals inside the plasma, simulations are required for
thorough understanding of the processes involved in molecular dissociation, atomic
ionization/recombination etc.
The neutral penetration in ADITYA and ADITYA-U tokamak plasma has been carried out using
DEGAS2 code and the neutral concentration is estimated in case of constant profiles of temperature
and density [1]. It has also been shown that the molecules penetrate quite far inside (~ 4 cm) the limiter
radius. In an attempt to observe the neutral penetration and subsequent changes in the temperature and
density profiles due to gas-puffs, the DEGAS2 code has been coupled with UEDGE, which is a two
dimensional edge-plasma fluid transport code. UEDGE, which evaluates the plasma parameters at edge
and SOL regions, is implemented for the first time with slab geometry for ADITYA and ADITYA-U
tokamaks. The change in plasma density in the edge region due to gas injection has been simulated
using the coupled codes. The estimated change in the plasma density is found to be good agreement
with that measured using an array of Langmuir probes [2]. Furthermore, from the estimation of the
recycled neutrals through the modeling of experimental H-alpha emissivity profile [3], the particle
confinement time is calculated for ADITYA plasmas [4], which agrees well with the experimental
measurements [5].
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